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Abstract: Traditional grading of rice grains is precious, time-consuming and requires sophisticated human skills. Besides, 

methods based on artificial vision still expect on determined morphological characteristics, which are repeatedly not 

transferable between different types of grains. In this article, the feasibility of automated extraction of purity 

characteristics from rice grain analysis is demonstrated using a convolutional neural network (CNN) based deep learning 

approach. Due to the absence of a reference dataset, the document defines a dataset with a verified technician, labelled 

images of different types of rice grains with uniform lighting background. In addition, the article also proposes the 

architecture of a CNN for the automated feature extraction of rice grains. Rice is the most consumed food in the world and 

the rice market is always high. In the rice manufacturing industries, the market demand is always cantered on the quality 

of the rice. When evaluating the quality of rice, inspecting physical dimensions such as length, width, and thickness plays 

an important role. Traditional methods used to detect these factors are time consuming and inexact as they are done by 

humans. This paved the way for the development of computer vision in rice quality inspection. In the proposed method, 

image processing and machine learning techniques are used to investigate and evaluate the quality of rice grains using the 

Convolutional Neural Network classifier of the python language. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 

When observing the production of grain products all round the world; rice is the essential product following wheat and corn. 

As a recent statistic shows, half of the world's population based on rice as their main food. The quality of rice grain has a significant 

influence on healthy life, which is deteriorated by increasing world population and changing climatic conditions. Many quality 

criteria are taken into account for the production of rice in our country such as the physical appearance, aroma, taste and cooking 

characteristics to make it stand out on market shelves. After production, visual inspection of rice grains is the only procedure widely 
used in the commercial environment to assess the quality of rice. Conversely, this manual method is time-absorbing, uncertain, and 

irregular due to manual mistake. This has increased the need for technological methods to calibrate and determine the types of rice 

varieties. Therefore, machine vision technology is appropriately developed to serve this purpose. Here, grains are evaluated in 

terms of many physical properties such as size, color, texture, and quality. Many sophisticated algorithms are also introduced to 

grade the rice quality by using image processing based automated classifiers. These algorithms generally involve digital imaging, 

scanning and examining of the kernels using imaging tools. 
 

II.OBJECTIVE AND MOTIVATION 
 

Use of Deep learning algorithms to analyze grains quality by its size. To analysis and classify the quality of rice grains. In this 

study, the Deep learning algorithms are developed to segment and identify rice grains. use of image processing algorithm is an 

efficient method to analyze grains quality by its size. The paper presents a solution of grading and evaluation of rice grains on the 

basis of grain size and shape using Deep learning techniques. Specifically, edge detection algorithm is used to find out the region 

of boundaries of each grain. In this technique we find the endpoints of each grain and after using caliper we can measure the length 

and breadth 

of rice. This method requires minimum time and it is low in cost. The conventional methods used for grain shape and size 

measurement are grain shape tester, dial micrometer and graphical method, but these methods are very lengthy. In above equipment 

we can measure breadth and length of one grain at a time. The result of this methods is also lengthy and costly and higher possibility 

of human errors, so it requires high accuracy to assure customers need as well as to conquer restrictions of manual. Many studies 

that consider the morphological features of grains such as its area, shape etc. have already been performed. However, the shapes 

and sizes of the different varieties are too varied to generalize a common formula for the classification of all varieties of rice. In 
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this paper, Fourier features are also extracted from grain images in addition to the spatial features to arrive at an improved accuracy 

for classification. 

 

III.SCOPE 
 

 Due to a lack of grading and standardization, the rural farmers are not privy to the effect of grading and standardization in their 

merchandise. Due to this unawareness, the cheating functionaries within the marketplace take undue gain of farmers. They may declare 

any produce as low-grade and quote a low price for such stocks, which in turn creates a big loss to farmers. Advancement in image 

processing and Machine Learning can make grading of the products completely automatic. 

 

 By comparing the features of ideal products with the feature of given products an efficient grading tool can be developed. This 

project can be further used to check the condition of the crops and detect the disease if any, also it can provide the corresponding 

remedies. With more research, the health of the crops can be predicted which will, in turn, increase the yield. 
 

 Furthermore, we can implement a web application where the users can get themselves registered. Farmers and retail sellers can 

upload pictures of their crops on hand and get a rating of the quality grade of their crop and according decide the selling price of 

their crop. The Web Application itself can get government determinant prices of crops using API, thus the sellers can have the idea 

about the price of their crop depending upon the quality of the crop. 

 

 The consumers and buyers can upload live pictures of grains and lentils they are looking to buy and check if the seller’s price is 

reasonable for that particular crop. Registration details, login details and activity data of all users can be stored using RDBMS and 

SQL.The Web Application can collab with a fitness-based application to provide fitness related information (such as protein, carbs, 
fat, vitamins, etc.) for that particular picture uploaded crop, grain, lentils. 

 

IV.APPLICATIONS 
 

 Farmers struggling to get the right prices for their crops can upload the picture of their crops and get the actual government 
determinant prices for their crops based on the quality of their crop 

 

 Consumers and buyers can upload the picture of the grains and lentils they are looking to buy and              check if the seller’s price is 

reasonable for that particular crop 

 

V.PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 
In agricultural and farming production quality control and analysis of manufactured goods is vital. Quality of grain is analyzed 

visually by veteran person and technician. But the effect of such measurement is changing in results and prolonged. The excellence 

and quality also influenced by the mood and atmosphere of technician; so to overcome the shortcoming occurred due to 

conventional methods advanced technique i.e. Image processing technique is projected, to Maintaining the Integrity of the 

Specifications. 

 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

In existing system rice grain purity analysis is done using machine learning and support vector machine learning algorithm has 

been implemented ANN based algorithm, SVM (support vector machine) based algorithm has been implemented in existing 

system for purity analysis rice grain system. After the initial steps like pre-processing and feature extraction the rice varieties are 

classified using the traditional machine learning They have used four methods of machine learning for evaluation. The investigation 

of the performance of each classification was done in individual variety of rice in subgroups and collective groups. In the 

experiment performed, SVM of statistical method and InceptionResNetV2 model shows high range of accuracy. 

 

PROPOSED WORK AND METHODOLOGY 

 

The proposed system rice grain purity analysis using Deep learning algorithm. Traditional rice grain classification is costly, 

time-consuming and requires sophisticated human expertise. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based deep learning 

approach is implemented for purity analysis of rice grain system. This proposed algorithm provides the high sensitivity and high 

accuracy in proposed system for classification of purity analysis of rice. 

 

The focus of the suggested work is to introduce an automated structure to identify and classify rice grains according to the 

market expectations. To meet this expectation and attain a consistent standard quality some of the physical and chemical 

characteristics of rice have to be analyzed. 
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ADVANTAGES 

 

 The Accuracy of the model is high. 

 The comparison-based method. 

 Overall performance of the system is high. 

 

 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

A system architecture is the conceptual model that defines the structure, behavior, and more views of a system. An architecture 

description is a formal description and representation of a system, organized in a way that supports reasoning about the structures 

and behaviors of the system. 

 

 
Figure 1. System Design 

 

CONVOLUTON NEURAL NETWORK: 

A convolutional neural network can have tens or hundreds of layers that each learn to detect different features of an image. 

Filters are applied to each training image at different resolutions, and the output of each convolved image is used as the input to 

the next layer. The filters can start as very simple features, such as brightness and edges, and increase in complexity to features 

that uniquely define the object. Like other neural networks, a CNN is composed of an input layer, an output layer, and many hidden 
layers in between. 

 
Figure 2. CNN Layers 
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RECTIFIED LINEAR UNIT (RELU): 

It allows for faster and more effective training by mapping negative values to zero and maintaining positive values. This is 

sometimes referred to as activation, because only the activated features are carried forward into the next layer 

 
POOLING LAYER: 

Pooling simplifies the output by performing nonlinear down sampling, reducing the number of parameters that the network needs 

to learn. These operations are repeated over tens or hundreds of layers, with each layer learning to identify different features. After 

learning features in many layers, the architecture of a CNN shifts to classification. 

 

FULLY CONNECTED LAYERS: 

Fully connected layers connect every neuron in one layer to every neuron in another layer. It is the same as a traditional multi-

layer perceptron neural network (MLP). The flattened matrix goes through a fully connected layer to classify the images. 
 

CONVOLUTION LAYERS: 

In a CNN, the input is a tensor with shape (number of images) x (image height) x (image width) x (input channels). After 

passing through a convolutional layer, the image becomes abstracted to a feature map, with shape (number of images) x (feature 

map height) x (feature map width) x (feature map channels). A convolutional layer within a neural network should have the 

following attributes: 

 Convolutional filters/kernels defined by a width and height (hyper-parameters). 

 The number of input channels and output channels (hyper-parameter). 

 The depth of the convolution kernel/filter (the input channels) must equal the number channels (depth) of the input feature map. 

 The hyperparameters of the convolution operation, like padding size and stride. 

 
Convolutional layers convolve the input and pass its result to the next layer. This is similar to the response of a neuron in the 

visual cortex to a specific stimulus. Each convolutional neuron processes data only for its respective field. 

VI.MODULES 

 

DATASET COLLECTION: 

Data collecting is the process of collecting the bad and good quality of rice grains. After collecting the data set, we have 

store it in the directory of our pc. 

 
DATA PREPROCESSING: 

I order to cleaning the data, Filter is applied to remove noise which occurs during the acquisition of image. Filter also sharpens 

the image. Threshold algorithm is used to segment the rice grains from the black background. 

 
SEGMENTATION: 

Segmentation is the process of extracting the region of interest for further processing such as recognition or description. Edge 

detection helps to find out the region of boundaries of rice grains. We use canny algorithm to detect the edges 
 

Figure 3. Edge Detection 

 

MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES: 

Test the result with morphological features. For this we have collected sis morphological features. Using the following OpenCV 

function. 

 

 Area by Perimeter Ratio: Area/Perimeter 

 Ratio to the Area to the total of area and perimeter: Area/Area +Perimeter 

 Aspect Ratio: major Length/minimum length 

 Rectangularity: A/(l*w) 

 Equivalent Diameter: 4A/pi 

 Shape factor 3: A/(l*w) 
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FEATURE EXTRACTION: 

By using CNN Algorithm, we have to extract the features of rice grain such as color, texture, size, shape to check whether the 

given rice is good or not. 

 

IDENTIFICATION: 

Classification requires all standard, measured and calculated results. The standard database for rice size and shape measurement 

is referred from laboratory manual on rice grain quality, Directorate of Rice Research, Rajendra Nagar, Hyderabad. The 

classification of rice grains based on the feature extraction 
 

                                                    Bad Grain          Good Grain 

 

 
VII.RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

INPUT IMAGE: HISTOGRAM BEFORE PRECESSING 

 

 

 

 
EDGE FORM OF IMAGE HISTOGRAM AFTER PRECESSING 

 
 

 
SAMPLE OUTPUT 
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VIII.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This proposed algorithm provides the high accuracy and high sensitivity of purity analysis of fine-grained images. We can get 

high accuracy for rice grained purity analysis of fine-grained images. The main Objective of this paper is to develop an effective 

model which helps in grading rice grains without labor intensifying work. From the results obtained we can conclude that this 

system is efficient and cost effective. More data images can be acquired in future for precise evaluation. 

 

Furthermore, we can implement a web application where the users can get themselves registered. Farmers and retail sellers can 

upload pictures of their crops on hand and get a rating of the quality grade of their crop and according decide the selling price of 

their crop. The Web Application itself can get government determinant prices of crops using API, thus the sellers can have the idea 

about the price of their crop depending upon the quality of the crop. 

 
The consumers and buyers can upload live pictures of grains and lentils they are looking to buy and check if the seller’s price 

is reasonable for that particular crop. Registration details, login details and activity data of all users can be stored using RDBMS 

and SQLite. Web Application can collab with a fitness-based application to provide fitness related information (such as protein, 

carbs, fat, vitamins, etc.) for that particular picture uploaded crop, grain, lentils. 
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